
Once the 4-inch gravel or 2 to 4-inch coarse sand In general, one ton of sand will provide approxi-
layer (if it is used) is evenly spaced, 12 to 15 inches mately 20 square feet of 12-inch deep root zone.
of this laboratory approved root zone mix is placed When calculating on the amount of root zone mix to
on top of it. The desired depth, after settling, is 12 purchase, it is recommended that an additional
inches. Depending on the organic matter source 2-year supply be purchased for future topdressing
used, approximately 20-percent settling of the origi- and minor green repairs. If a sand dissimilar to
nal mix can be expected. Therefore, a 14 to 15-inch that originally used for construction is used for
depth will normally settle to approximately 12 topdressing, the chance of introducing excessive
inches with several years use. amounts of very fine sand, silt, and clay is

increased. These fine textured materials could clog
The root zone mix is transported to the edge of soil drainage pores, resulting in reduced infiltration

the green and then unloaded. In order to prevent and percolation of applied water and eventual
disturbances and wheel mark impressions in the failure of the green.
ground by delivery trucks, the soil at the edge of
the green should be dry and firm, otherwise 3/4 or Irrigation installation
1-inch plywood should be placed to prevent compac- A green normally has an underground, auto-
tion. This becomes very important when the soil matic pop-up irrigation system that is installed
surrounding the work site is excessively wet or near the perimeter of the collar. It is suggested
loose. A small crawler tractor with a blade is then that one or two quick-coupler hose-end outlets be
used for pushing and positioning the root zone mix installed with this system around each green to
out onto the green into a rough grade. The tractor facilitate syringing, watering localized dry spots, or
should always be operated with its weight on the for other emergency needs. Individual greens
root zone mix that has been hauled onto the site usually require four to six irrigation heads. Having
and not directly on top of the underlying gravel. operational control of each head around the green
This minimizes the possibility of crushing or dis- is preferred over systems which provide total green
placing the underlying tile and gravel layer. The or zone irrigation control. Individual head control
grade stakes placed at 10 to 15-foot intervals increases irrigation flexibility by allowing for wind
should be used as a guide in spreading the root correction, watering localized dry spots, and other
zone mix and ensuring that the final contours are special local needs.
developed. Once the initial rough grading is com-
pleted, irrigation installation and soil sterilization Irrigation heads need to be strategically placed
should follow. After the irrigation system is to minimize the amount of water that is applied
installed, the entire green should be settled and to surrounding bunkers. Constant watering of
firmed by thorough wetting. This wetting will also bunkers results in sand erosion, wet shots for the
check the effectiveness of the drainage system. players, algae and weed encroachment (Fig. 10).

Building materials Separate irrigation facilities should also be

To estimate costs, the USGA Green Section sug-
gests those quantities of materials required per
1000 square feet of putting surface (Table 8).

Table 8. Materials required to build 1000 sq ft of putting green
surface.

Depth to be Amount of Material
Material Used Required

Gravel 4-inch 12 cubic yards

Coarse sand 2 to 4-inch 6 to 12 cubic yards I

Root zone mixture 12 inch 37 cubic yards

Tile --- approximately 100 .. .-'

linear feet Figure 10. Undesirable golf green bunkers due to a poorly
designed irrigation system which results in
improper irrigation.
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